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Anything but Lazy Kate™
Cone Accessory Kit

Thank you for purchasing our Cone Accessory Kit. This kit will enable you to use a 7” tall cone on your ABLK
Lazy Kate. This kit can also be used with our other cone stand products.

Tools Needed: an Allen Wrench which is included

Kit contents:
The kit contains 2 wooden discs (2.375” and 2.0” diameter), an Allen Wrench, 3
3/16” steel collars, and 2 steel washers. Depending on the size cone that you are
using, you will install one of the wooden discs on the end of the rod (not
included) about 2” up from the end. You will lock the disc in place by means of
the 2 small steel collars. You insert one collar on the rod, then insert the disc
and then insert the other collar. You should lock one collar on first and then
press the disc up tight under the collar. Then tighten the remaining collar
against the opposite side of the disc. Now the disc is locked in place. You may
have to adjust exactly where this disc is positioned to best fit your cone. Don’t overtighten the collars or you
will mar the rod.

The steel washers and the third collar are used to place on top of the cone to lock the cone onto the assembly.
Use only one washer, the one that best fits the top of the cone that you are using. If you need a larger washer
you may buy one at a hardware store.

The cone should not rest on the top of the wood base, it should turn freely.
If using this kit with the ABLK, place this assembly in the middle position on the lid of the ABLK.

Tensioning System for the cone:
Use the tensioning post to apply tension to the yarn coming off of the cone. You do this by turning the
wireform after loosening the knob. You can make the tension as severe as you like.

In the meantime, we hope that you enjoy using the Cone Accessory Kit with your ABLK or other NKK cone
stand product.


